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ABSTRACT
Query rewriting (QR), which aims to improve the shopping expe-
rience by reformulating ambiguous customer input queries into
well-formed queries, is a critical component of modern e-commerce
search engines. In this work, we present a practical deep learning
solution, named as Query Understanding EnhancEd mechaNism
(QUEEN), to the large-scale query rewriting problem in e-commerce
search engines. QUEEN incorporates query annotations, the by-
product of query processing pipelines in most e-commerce search
engines, to model ambiguous product search queries. The empirical
study is based on 38.5 million anonymous product search queries.
Compared to other SOTA baselines, QUEEN improves the sentence-
level recall by 6% (relatively).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Product search comes with fewer feedback signals than general
web search because actions are much sparser. Although the rich
customer feedback can help understand queries that are frequently
searched, the feedback data of infrequent queries is relatively lim-
ited. Due to the context shortage or vocabulary gap between the
query and its targeted product document, an infrequent query usu-
ally yields less relevant search results.
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In this work, we try to answer the question: can we train a deep
learning model to reformulate ambiguous and infrequent queries
which derive unsatisfying results? Following this motivation, we an-
alyzed one month of anonymous product search logs from a leading
e-commerce marketplace. We found that, in many sessions, cus-
tomers iteratively clarify their shopping intents by reformulating
search queries. For instance, a customer comes to an e-commerce
site and enters a query “4xlt big and tall," the back-end system does
not understand it and does not return any results. Then s/he refor-
mulates the query into “xxxxl tshirt big," which is more expressive.
This solution allows the back-end system to find plenty of related
products. Then the customer begins to engage with the search re-
sults by clicking on or purchasing them. This series of behaviors
can be extracted as a reformulation pair (source: 4xlt big and tall,
target: xxxxl tshirt big, action: purchase), and a deep learning model
can be trained to mimic this behavior and automatically do the
reformulation.

In this paper, we propose QUEEN, a transformer-based model
that is trained on reformulation pairs, as a solution to the query
rewriting problem in e-commerce. To overcome the limitations of
context shortage and erroneous semantics, we use query annota-
tions, a by-product of the query understanding pipeline in most
e-commerce search engines, to guide the learning process. Query
annotations demonstrate the functional role of each token, which
introduces important domain knowledge to the model. Since the
query annotation is one output of the query understanding pipeline,
it does not generate any additional cost. Beyond that, introducing
the annotation actually reduces its number of parameters when
comparing to the baseline deep learning models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
introduce some related works, in Section 3, we describe the model
architecture of QUEEN, in Section 4, we show the empirical results
on anonymous product search logs, and we present our conclusion
in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Query rewriting (QR) is a conventional topic in Information Re-
trieval (IR) area. Some research studies are based on the idea of
utilizing the relevance between queries and documents. For ex-
ample, [14] presents a solution to combine the word-level context
features of queries and documents, but the retrieval phase is too
expensive to be applied in the large scale e-commerce search engine.
On the other hand, some researchers focus on the query information.
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For instance, [2] presents the first probabilistic query expansion
method based on query click rate, and [1, 3] are developed based on
the relevance of queries such as co-click similarity. Given limited
context and customer behavior, either more advanced technologies
or domain knowledge is required.

Embedding approaches which enhance the representation of
queries have shown strong power in the query rewriting task. [10]
aims to generate semantic representation for queries and phrases by
embedding both query and document into specific matrices. In [4],
the authors propose a context-aware embedding approach that con-
siders all the queries in a specific session. Recently, seq2seq models
show remarkable reliability and flexibility in the query rewriting
task In [5], a 2-step query rewriting framework is presented. To help
preserve important keywords of the original query, [7] introduces
additional decoders. Besides, [13] integrates the user search log,
an important information source, with basic seq2seq model. In our
paper, we collect training data from the anonymous user search
log, which contains positive feedback such as clicks or purchases.
Moreover, our method adopts domain knowledge to tackle common
issues in tail queries, such as insufficiency of query context and
customer feedback.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present QUEEN, a novel embedding mechanism
that aims to provide a query-to-query reformulation solution by
integrating the keyword annotation from domain knowledge. It
is applicable to most seq2seq and transformer models that have
encoder-decoder structures.

3.1 Notations and Problem Definition
Given the source query S and its target queryT , we can pre-process
S andT into two sub-word sequences, denoted by {s1,s2, ...,sn } and
{t1,t2, ...,tm }, where n andm are the length of S and T after word
segmentation [9]. Meanwhile, we denote the annotation aligning
the source query as {a1,a2, ...,an }. The annotation is generated
by the our query understanding pipeline, and the details of this
pipeline are beyond the scope of our paper. Our query-to-query
generation model θ generates query candidate set C where each
candidate Ci = {c1,c2, ...,cl } and c j is a sub-word.

Formally, we define the problem of annotation integrated query
rewriting as follows: given an input query S with its annotation
A, our model θ predicts a set of query candidatesC = {C1, ...,Ck }
and each candidate Ci is generated by maximizing the conditional
probability distribution as follows:

argmax
θ

l∏
i=1

P (ci |ci−1,ci−2, ...,c1,S ,A;θ ) (1)

3.2 Model Architecture
In general, our model consists of two parts: a hybrid encoder and a
decoder.

Hybrid encoder. Given an input query token and its annota-
tion, the hybrid encoder integrates the semantics and annotations.
It comprises two parts: one embedding layer and a stack of en-
coding layers. The embedding layer maps discrete words into con-
tinuous word embedding {w⃗1,w⃗2, ...,w⃗n }. Similarly with original
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Figure 1:Hybrid transformer encoderwhich integratesword
embeddingwi , positional embedding pi , and annotation em-
bedding ai . In this example, “shaes" which can not be anno-
tated by domain knowledge is a spelling error of “shoes".

transformer model[12], the hybrid encoder generates positional
embedding which has the same number of dimension dmodel with
the word embedding. Then, the encoder generates continuous anno-
tation embedding {a⃗1, a⃗2, ..., a⃗n } given input annotation sequence.
Different from knowledge graph based studies that focus on recog-
nizing the query entity, our method analyzes the role of each token
based on the query context.The roles of a token can be something
like <brand>, <color>, and <unknown>. Finally, the embedding
layer combines the word embedding, positional embedding, and
annotation embedding. There are two ways to combine those em-
beddings: Addition and Concatenation. The details are as follows:
• Addition: the final embedding is derived by adding word,
positional, and annotation embedding :

{e⃗1, e⃗2, ..., e⃗n } = {[w⃗1 + p⃗1 + a⃗1], ...,

[w⃗n + p⃗n + a⃗n]},ei ∈ Rdi ,di = dw = da
• Concatenation: the final embedding is derived by concate-
nating the annotation embedding with the addition of word
and positional embedding:

{e⃗1, e⃗2, ..., e⃗n } = {[(w⃗1 + p⃗1) ⊕ a⃗1], ...,

[(w⃗n + p⃗n ) ⊕ a⃗n]},ei ∈ Rdi ,di = dw + da
The extensive experiments show that concatenating the annotation
may achieve higher accuracy but sufficient parameter tuning (such
as howmany dimensions of annotation/word embedding is optimal)
is inevitable. In this work, we chose Concatenation-based model.

Decoder. Since predicted candidates are not required to have
annotations, our model employs normal decoder structures.
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4 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the impact of QUEEN by comparing the prediction
performance of different models. In Section 4.1, we explain how
to collect experimental data from anonymous e-commerce search
logs. Then we introduce baseline models and parameter settings in
Section 4.2. Next, we introduced evaluation metrics in Section 4.3.
In Section 4.4 and 4.5, we analyze overall experimental results and
the impact of different combination methods. Finally, we discuss
the model complexity in Section 4.6.

4.1 Dataset Creation
We collect an empirical dataset from the anonymous search logs of
a large e-commerce site during April 2019. When a customer comes
to this site and starts a new search session, search queries will
be collected if the customer’s behavior within one search session
matches the pattern as below:

(1) Start a product search session by searching with a query.
(2) No action is taken on the current search result.
(3) Start a second product search with a rewritten query.
(4) Click/purchase on the search result of the rewritten query.

The original and rewritten query are marked as the source and the
target query. To reduce noise in the scratch data, we remove fol-
lowing queries: 1) empty queries; 2) non-English queries; 3) queries
which contain an ISBN number or an URL; 4) irrelevant query pairs
which has no overlap tokens between source and target query; 5)
wordy queries with the number of token greater than 10. In total,
we collect 38.5 million pairs of queries, where more than 90% of the
source queries have less than or equal to 6 tokens. We split them
into training set (37.9 million pairs), validation set (315 thousand
pairs), and test set (315 thousand pairs).

4.2 Compared Methods and Parameter Settings
Theoretically, QUEEN is compatiblewith lots ofmodels with encoder-
decoder structures. Without loss of generality, we adopt two widely
usedmodels, long short-termmemory (LSTM) [11], and transformer[12],
to create two variants in our experiments. Here are the details and
the parameter settings of them:

QUEEN-L: QUEEN-L is generated by integrating QUEEN with
a 6-layer LSTM model with 512 hidden units on both the encoder
and decoder.

QUEEN-T: QUEEN-T is generated by integrating QUEEN with
a 6-layer encoder/decoder transformer model. Each layer has a
multi-head attention layer which contains eight heads. We used
Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.998.

In both QUEEN-T and QUEEN-L, the annotation embedding is
concatenated with the addition of word embedding and positional
embedding, and we set the dimension of annotation embedding to
be 16.

Our implementation is based on OpenNMT[6], an open-source
Neural Machine Translation framework. Both source and target
queries are preprocessed using byte-pair encoding [9] with shared
vocabulary that contains about 32,000 tokens. We set the dropout
rate to 0.1 and the embedding dimension to 512 for all models. We
train each model on an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. All models are
trained for a total of 800,000 iterations. We compare the perfor-
mance of QUEEN-T and QUEEN-L to their baseline models:

LSTM [11]: a 6-layer LSTM model with 512 hidden units
Transformer [12]: a 6-layer transformer model with 512 units.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
We use following evaluation metrics:

Recall@8: The sentence-level Recall@8 is the proportion of test
query pairs that the target query matches one of the top-8 predicted
candidates.

Jaccard@8: The word-level Jaccard similarity quantifies order-
insensitive query similarity. For each test query pair, Jaccard@8 is
the highest Jaccard similarity between the top-8 predicted candi-
dates and the target query.

BLEU@8: BLEU score[8] is widely adopted for evaluating n-
grams overlap. For each test query pair, BLEU@8 is the highest
BLEU score between the top-8 predicted candidates and the target
query.

4.4 Evaluation Results

Table 1: The performance of QUEEN-T and QUEEN-L com-
pared to their baseline models

Algorithm Relative Gain
Our method Baseline Recall@8 Jaccard@8 BLEU@8
QUEEN-L LSTM +6.60% +6.94% +23.33%
QUEEN-T Transformer +4.55% +1.97% +2.94%

Table 1 shows the prediction performance of all models on the
testing data. From Table 1, we can observe that both QUEEN-L and
QUEEN-T outperforms their baseline versions, which indicates that
involving query annotation further improves deep-learning models’
performance. Compared to plain LSTM and Transformer model,
QUEEN-L and QUEEN-T have higher Recall@8, Jaccard@8, and
BLEU@8.

Figure 2: Analysis of different models by query length. For
each metric, the x-axis is the length of source query. The y-
axis is the relative gain of Recall@8.
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To demonstrate the impact of QUEEN on different models, we
analyze the incremental improvement of QUEEN-T and QUEEN-L
by the length of source query. In Figure 2, we plot the relative gain
of recall@8 of QUEEN-T and QUEEN-L compared to Transformer
and LSTM model under different query lengths. From this figure,
we observe that QUEEN-T performs well for long queries than
Transformer, which demonstrates the ability of capturing the long-
term dependency. For short queries (length < 4), QUEEN-L shows
obvious improvement comparing to the baseline LSTM model.

4.5 Model Complexity
In this subsection, we would like to study the annotation embed-
ding’s impact to the model complexity We vary the dimension of
annotation embedding between 256, 128, 64, 32, and 16, while we
keep the dimension of final input embedding as 512. The dimen-
sions of the addition of word embedding are 256, 384, 448, 480, and
496, respectively. We plot the results in Figure 3, and it shows that
the model complexity is reducing as the dimension of annotation
embedding is increasing. The reason is: annotation has a much
smaller vocabulary than normal language, so keep the same dimen-
sion of the final embedding while assign more dimension to the
annotation embedding reduces complexity of the model.
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Figure 3: Number of parameters under different dimensions
of the annotation embedding.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulate the query rewriting task as a query-to-
query generation problem. Specifically, we present a practical deep
learning solution for the query rewriting problem. By integrating
the query annotations, which is the by-product of the current pro-
duction system, our model improve the prediction accuracy and
enhanced the overall search experience. Empirical results built on
38.5 million anonymous customer search logs demonstrates that our
proposed model not only achieves better prediction performance
but also reduces the complexity of baseline deep learning models.
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